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ABSTRACT
This exploration began by looking at ports as places of distribution and global
connection, and as an architectural typology that revolutionized global trade.
In today’s world of Google, Facebook, and the NSA, data centers are becoming the
new centers for distribution, connection, and commodification.
These infrastructures allow us to connect almost anything to almost anywhere - and
yet, the structures associated with these processes are closed off and restricted to the
public.
These intentionally anonymous and aloof typologies are essentially dedicated
to human well-being but the structures themselves do little to reflect this. This
counterintuitive notion can be changed through architecture to create places that are
significant and healthy both for industry and for public space.
Focusing on the Port of Long Beach in California, I seek to redefine the identity of
the port as part of the modern city rather than as an exclusive economic mechanism
acting in isolation from everyday life, camouflaged from the public psyche. Through
architecture, technology, and spatial collision, I seek to create experiences of
engagement that highlight the extent of our disconnect with a larger understanding of
what it takes for our globalized world to function.
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Introduction

Intent + Terms

PROBLEM
Industrial areas are deliberately designed as anti-urban spaces. In
areas dedicated to global distribution, the role of architecture is
to be a shell for an optimized process of moving the objects that
shape our environments and thus, our identities.
Global connectivity is one of man’s greatest achievements, but is
also its most camouflaged by a deliberately abstract and restrictive
architecture. The question becomse, what potential for connection
still lies undiscovered?
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ABSTRACT
This exploration began by looking at ports as places of distribution
and global connection, and as an architectural typology that
revolutionized global trade.
In today’s world of Google, Facebook, and the NSA, data centers
are becoming the new centers for distribution, connection, and
commodification.
These infrastructures allow us to connect almost anything to almost
anywhere - and yet, the structures associated with these processes
are closed off and restricted to the public.
These intentionally anonymous and aloof typologies are essentially
dedicated to human well-being but the structures themselves do
little to reflect this. This counterintuitive notion can be changed
through architecture to create places that are significant and
healthy both for industry and for public space.
Focusing on the Port of Long Beach in California, I seek to redefine
the identity of the port as part of the modern city rather than as an
exclusive economic mechanism acting in isolation from everyday
life, camouflaged from the public psyche. Through architecture,
technology, and spatial collision, I seek to create experiences of
engagement that highlight the extent of our disconnect with a
larger understanding of what it takes for our globalized world to
function.
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THESIS STATEMENT
I seek to mediate the relationship between public space and
restricted industrial space by camouflaging the edge between the
two.
By using tactics of camouflage to create architecture that blurs
a defining edge of the Port of Long Beach, this antiurban zone
becomes a place of discovery and personal connection to a distinct
sense of place.
By infusing a new large-scale data center that accommodates the
public, people will be able to interface directly both physically and
digitally with the port and transform the identity of this restricted
space.
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Key

TERMS

IDENTITY (n.):

- sameness of essential or generic character in different instances
- sameness in all that constitutes the objective reality of a thing;
oneness
- the distinguishing character or personality of an individual;
individuality
- the condition of being the same with something described or
asserted

CAMOUFLAGE (n.):

- the disguising especially of military equipment or installations
with paint, nets, or foliage
- concealment by means of disguise
- behavior or artifice designed to deceive or hide

ANONYMITY (n.):

- having a quality of unknown authorship or origin
- not named or identified
- a lack of individuality, distinction, or recognizability
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COLOCATION (n.):

- the placement of several entities in a single location
- a type of center where equipment, space, and bandwidth are
available for rental

INTERMODAL (adj.):

- being or involving transportation by more than one form of carrier
during a single journey

LIMINAL (adj.):

- of or relating to a sensory threshold
-of, relating to, or being an intermediate state, phase, or condition;
in between, transitional

COMMODIFICATION (n.):

- to treat (something that cannot be owned or that everyone has a
right to) like a product that can be bought and sold

GLOBALIZATION (n.):

- worldwide integration and development
- the act of globalizing; the extending to other or all parts of the
world
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Koolhaas + Others

Junkspace
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“We have built more than did all previous generations put
together, but somehow we do not register on the same scales. We
do not leave pyramids.”

Rem Koolhaas, “Junkspace” 175
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This thesis attempts to redefine the perception of a landscape.
Here, I will look at and define Rem Koolhaas’ “junkspace”
label, and attempt to qualify intermodal ports as one of these
junkspace landscapes. In doing so, I will explore both their
simple processes and mystifying qualities in relation to the
larger issues I am addressing.
“Junkspace seems an aberration; but it is the essence, the main
thing…” (175)
Rem Koolhaas coined the term “Junkspace” to describe the
fallout from modernism’s leftovers. It is not a term to describe
dirty, polluted, or rundown spaces; but rather, it describes a
cognitive spatial condition. Junkspace is felt, not seen. Examples
he gives include airports, office parks, all-you-can-eat buffets,
and lobbies. These spaces are simultaneously the apotheosis of
rationality and science, and a farce – a “low-grade purgatory”
(176) of spaces that nobody knows how to interpret or behave
in - instinct is subverted by a series of spatial rules and specific
interpretations.
“When we think about space, we have only looked at its
containers… Architects could never explain space; Junkspace is
our punishment for their mystifications.” (176).
Cognitively, the container port is an early modernist’s dream: a
fully deployed, legible, organized space that is optimally designed
to streamline the process of moving and distributing goods. One
definitive quality of Junkspace is that some governing function
drives the essence of the building - in junkspace, architecture
provides the shell for a more important process. For example, take
an airport. An airport serves to move people from a ticket booth
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to an airplane through a series of hermetically sealed spaces and
defined checkpoints, and the majority of a person’s time is spent
waiting in a terminal - a “purgatory” where one can only stay
amdist a sea of chairs, expensive knicknacks, and other people
who are all doing the same thing: waiting. This is the price to
pay for global distribution - there is little alternative to this kind of
space.
Junkspace is the result of a subservient form of architecture. Its
only intended relationship is with itself and its function.
“Junkspace is… quartered the way a carcass is torn apart –
individual chunks severed from a universal condition” (176).
Every port is a restricted space, mostly closed to the public, except
to those who work there or who have a license to be there for a
specific reason. There is a clear identity to the entire region for
this reason specifically: the whole space is closed off as one
entity. When one no longer feels welcome, one is at the port.
The entire vicinity has a meta-presence. This macro-scale clarity
shrouds the complexity of the inner workings - in many ways, the
function is simple to a detached observer, but this understanding
operates in a cognitive spatial vacuum that is irrespective of place.
All ports operate in essentially the same way - whether in Long
Beach, Singapore, or Barcelona. Idiosyncracies that distinguish
one port from another are camouflaged by the large-scale
deployment of the same universal components.
“Junkspace is a domain of feigned, simulated order, a kingdom
of morphing. Its specific configuration is as fortuitous as the
geometry of a snowflake… Because it cannot be grasped, it cannot
be remembered.” (177)
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Currently, the physical environment of ports are as abstracted
as possible. The simplification of spatial arrangement in industrial
areas is exaggerated to excess. Place somebody in the middle
of a container yard and they would have no context to determine
their location, except the climate and views down the forced
perspective framed by stacks of semi-uniform boxes. Interior
space is not only anonymous – the physical reality of any port
possesses a potential to subtract from or erase regional identity
at a human scale.
“It cancels distinctions, undermines resolve, and confuses
intention with realization. It replaces hierarchy with accumulation,
composition with addition” (176).
In a literal sense, the container terminal is a space full of junk
waiting to be shipped to satellite junkspaces around the globe,
until finally ending up on a shelf in a store. A port is a physical
portrayal of our surging desire for goods and it swells and grows
with consumer trends. It quantifies our want for goods but
gives it the character of soulless boxes stacked in overwhelming
redundancy. There is a definite spatial anonymity to the port –
“Through Junkspace, entertainment organizes hermetic regimes
that are based on the same notion of “concentration” that gave us
the concentration camp. Concentration Gambling. Concentration
Golf. Concentration Convention. Concentration Movie.
Concentration Culture. Concentration Holiday” (185).

The port is now its own fortress – a marvel of defensibility. With
a small battalion of armed security guards watching over the site
24/7, no location is free from its inward inspection. Round the
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clock camera surveillance covers the entire lot, while mobile sonar
and dive teams guard the oceanfront. Reinforcements can come
from the LBPD, Customs and Border Protection, Department of
Homeland Security, and the U.S. Coast Guard.
Each container is a fortress in its own right – generally devoid
of any outward message, it protects its contents through sheer
sturdiness and anonymity.
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Globalization +

Anonymity
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“The phenomenon of universalization, while being an
advancement of mankind, at the same time constitutes a sort of
subtle destruction”

Kenneth Frampton, “Prospects for a Critical Regionalism.” 148
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This study began with an investigation into intermodal ports
and their implications for global connectivity. This chapter will
examine the extent and the processes of globalization, and
their impact on the degradation of architectural identity into
spatial anonymity. I will look both at larger economic issues like
mass replication and commodification, and more specific details
like architectural styles and the identity of the individual.
CAPITALISM
The spatial and psychological qualities of container ports are
direct results of the economic system which created them: global
capitalism.
THE CONTAINER
The container has created a world of unequal distribution but
total access. It has made a smaller world but bigger economies.
It has redefined our capacity for growth and consumption. The
intermodal distribution network is like a physical manifestation of
the Internet – it reaches all places and allows access to anything
from anywhere for almost no cost. The port is a potential point
of connection to the world but instead of worldliness, it offers
universality.
IMPACT
The impact of the container seems obvious but its impact is
unquantifiable: in 2013, research done by The Economist boldly
declared, “the container has been more of a driver of globalization
than all trade agreements in the past 50 years together.” Since the
first containerized voyage in 1957 by McLean Shipping Company,
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we have seen a worldwide shift in values, systems, structures, and
processes. The simple anonymous box has established a global
system of infrastructure and trade across the entire world. It almost
singlehandedly set off the translocation of industry from the West
across the Pacific, and is now responsible for turning backwater
fishing villages into global centers of trade.
SYSTEMS
Trucks conform to the system. Rail conforms to the system.
Engineers design roads, bridges, exit ramps, and underpasses
to meet clearances dictated by the system. Those calculations
are the same globally, with variations ranging between a matter
of inches. There is a clandestine player at work in defining our
physical world that is entirely dedicated to streamlining the process
of shipping. Estimates show that worldwide, there are more
intermodal containers than there are people in the Netherlands
(approximately 17 million) (Levinson 26). Ninety percent of all
trade comes by boat, and sixty percent of all consumer items have
been in a container at some point (Levinson 10).
PERSONAL IDENTITY
According to economist Joseph Davis, “self-understanding is
mediated by the consumption of goods and images” (41). In
essence, what we are is what we surround ourselves with.
Thus, global capitalism has pushed an agenda of selfcommodification
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2010

2000

956-2011

Los Angeles, CA
949,063 TEU

Long Beach, CA
673,723 TEU

Newark, NJ
644,180 TEU

Savannah, GA
271,526 TEU

Seattle, WA
195,326 TEU

Norfolk, VA
188,802 TEU

Oakland, CA
180,445 TEU

Houston, TX
156,326 TEU

Charleston, SC
155,951 TEU

Tacoma, WA
118,188 TEU

Miami, FL
87,375 TEU

Port Everglades, FL
84,564 TEU

Baltimore, MD
76,056 TEU

Philadelphia, PA
42,726 TEU

Manzanillo, Panama
180,126 TEU
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Los Angeles and Long Beach are the two largest ports in America
and have a competitive but symbiotic relationship. The only other
port in America with a similar scale is the Port of Newark, which
primarily handles shipments from Europe.
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Container trade has become the norm for international trade. Use
of the container has skyrocketed since the 1990’s, and despite the
short decline after the crash of 2008, containerization continues to
expand its capabilities.
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IDENTITY +

Camouflage
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“The surest symptom of decadent art is that it leaves nothing to
the imagination; the Muse has bared here flabby bosom like a tooobliging harlot - there is no veiled promise, no mystery, nothing to
divine”

Arthur Koestler, The Act of Creation, 342
(as cited in Behrens 16)
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Camouflage is a survival tactic.
In this chapter, I will discuss the historic emergence of
camouflage and strategies for camouflage. I will attempt to
show how this is a useful foundational concept to create a
sense of blending for my project.
As previously discussed, globalization has created a field that
is both universal and anonymous. This condition means that
significant elements can be put into this context unnoticed
Camouflage, as a concept, first emerged during World War I, when
it became necessary to hide large-scale military installations from
artillery shelling and air raids. The term is thought to come from
the French word camoufler, which translates as “to blow smoke in
somebody’s face.” (Behrens 9)
The idea first developed as part of the military, and thus became
a formal exploration with a distinct goal of hiding from the enemy.
Thus, the act of making something visible becomes the inverse.
Historically, nearly eighteen years before the outbreak of World
War I, psychologist Christian von Ehrenfels published an essay
called “Uber Gestaltqualitäten” - or, in English, “On Gestalt
Qualities” (Behrens 10).
Military tactics led to a recognition of a condition of “figureground” and in 1915, Danish psychologist Edgar Rubin published
the first article on the subject. The figure ground concept pushed
Gestaltism one degree further - perceived identity was not just a
composition of elements, it was a recognition of a “thing” against
a background of “stuff” (German: “Dingcharakter)
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HIDE

Concealment
Blend in with the sheer quantity of a larger field

Transparency
See through the object and frame views elsewhere
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DISGUISE

Anonymity
Blend in with the sheer quantity of a larger field

Decoration
Hide what something is by covering it with unrelated
objects
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DECEIVE

Mixed Message
Present something that is not as it originally appears

Pattern Disruption
Use perceived irregularities to redirect focus
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DISRUPT

Dazzle
Overall understanding is chaotic. Important objects
are indistinguishable in the larger field

Fragmentation
Conceal a larger identity by fragmenting it into
multiple pieces
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BLEND

Coloration
Share visual characteristics

Figure/Ground
Pick up the existing pattern and field of the area to
either stand out or blend in
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History

Waterfronts
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“The colorful chaos of the old-time pier is nowhere in evidence at a
major container terminal, the brawny longshoremen carrying bags
of coffee on their shoulders nowhere to be seen...”

Marc Levinson, The Box, 5
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For millennia, maritime trade held a degree of importance worth
building cities, cultures, and empires around. The waterfront was
all at once a place of meaning, structure, and ritual. In this chapter,
I will explore and qualify the historic shift that containers wrought
to further understand the resulting shift in meaning of this urban
space.
MEANING, STRUCTURE, RITUAL
Traditional maritime cities like Lisbon and Venice evolved radially
from a central market square inherently tied to the water, and the
labor-intensive processes of break-bulk shipping added life and
vitality to the space, and thus, the city. The port was a source of
national pride, and monumental structures reacted to the port as
the gateway to the city, mutually enhancing each other.
In the case of Venice, the main port loading and unloading area
became the most ritualistic and architecturally exciting spaces in
the history of urban design - Piazza San Marco contained the main
basilica of the city, mixed use offices, the governmental palace,
and public space for all, while being seamlessly blended with the
transmission of goods.
Even the decentralized and industrial free market waterfront (New
York, London, etc.) reinforced identity – goods were shipped in
wooden crates stamped with a logo and a location, and sailors
would enjoy a multi-day furlough by exchanging stories and
partaking in the new local culture, infusing it with their own cultural
perspective.
SHIFT
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A container is one of the only objects in the world that can be
transferred from the United States to Europe, and then from
Europe to India, from India to China, and China back to the United
States and have almost no cultural significance. Photographs of
floppy paper dolls in different places invoke more excitement and
romance than the transfer of a container full of Chilean flowers
does.
Though a container’s interior contents are surely significant
once they arrive, the transfer and the process is almost entirely
anonymous.
PEOPLE
Containerization provokes an identity crisis that never affected the
ports of yesteryear. Nostalgia and romanticism aside, the human
element is diminished as much as possible. Even though the
longshoreman’s association survived the transition from break-bulk
to containerization, the lifestyle is entirely different.
GEOGRAPHY. BOOM TOWN
Containerization has made places that were once backwaters - or
even non-existent - into hubs of global trade. Tanjung Pelepas,
in Indonesia, was a swampy inlet as recently as 1998 - it is now
a 1935 acre swath of development, and the world’s 19th busiest
port. Shanghai’s largest terminal, the Yangshan deepwater port,
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Space + Edges

Design Thinking
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“The heterotopia is capable of juxtaposing in a single real place
several spaces, several sites that are in themselves incompatible.
Thus it is that the theater brings onto the rectangle of the stage…
a whole series of places that are foreign to one another”

Michel Foucault, “Of Other Spaces,” 25
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From Michel Foucault’s Of Other Spaces:
“The anxiety of our era has to do fundamentally with space, no
doubt a great deal more than with time.” (23)
We live “in a space thoroughly imbued with quantities and
perhaps thoroughly fantasmatic as well. The space of our primary
perception, the space of our dreams, and that of our passions hold
within themselves qualities that seem intrinsic” (23)
“Utopias… present society itself in a perfected form, or else
society turned upside down, but in any case these utopias are
fundamentally unreal places” (24)
Heterotopias are “places that do exist and that are formed in the
very founding of society – which are something like counter-sites,
a kind of effectively enacted utopia in which the real sites… are
simultaneously represented, contested, and inverted” (24)
The idea of the heterotopia can create an interesting lens with
which to view the meaning of the port. To the average man, the
port is beyond comprehension and is physically inaccessible and
despite its physical existence much of its understanding is an
intellectual construct. However, a space between has the potential
to highlight aspects of the spaces it interacts with:
“We are in the epoch of simultaneity; of juxtaposition; of the near
and the far, of the side by side, of the dispersed” (22)
“The heterotopia is capable of juxtaposing in a single real place
several spaces, several sites that are in themselves incompatible.
Thus it is that the theater brings onto the rectangle of the stage…
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a whole series of places that are foreign to one another” (25)
“Heterotopias always presuppose a system of opening and closing
that both isolates them and makes them penetrable” (26)
Juxtaposition of one port to another inevitably turns to a
comparison of statistics, numbers, capacities, efficiencies,
measurements, and quantifiable data, because there is nothing to
say about the human experience.
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Diagrams

Existing Typologies
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“Today's cultural circumstances suggest the need to discard
established categories of meaning and contextual histories”

Bernard Tschumi, “Disjunctions,” 112
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PORT DIAGRAM
The majority of my research has been focused on logistics and
the real-world processes that go on in this highly regimented
space. Understanding these processes and the concerns
related to security, motion, and operations was essential to my
research, and the main driving factor behind the design of my
thesis.
There are a limited number of discrete elements involved
in container-centric processes at the port, and understanding
the logistics of motion is essential to understanding the space it
gave birth to. The term “intermodal” describes the ability of the
container to fit a number of different transport modes: ship, crane,
truck, and rail.
The standard container is a corrugated CorTen steel box measuring
8’ wide and 8’ 6” tall, and are most commonly 20’ or 40’ in length.
The 20’ container became the standard unit of measurement for
the industry: the “twenty foot equivalent unit,” or TEU. Thus, a
40’ container would count as two TEUs, and ports measure their
effectiveness based on how many TEUs they can transfer. Nominal
size variations do exist but are still counted using this system.
The life of a container is cyclical: for this description I will begin
a description of its movement at the ship. The first container ship
held 59 containers, but ships today can hold up to 20,000 TEUs
and are constantly getting larger and larger – continually putting
pressure on ports to modernize and expand to meet the needs of
these massive vessels. In normal, open sea cruising conditions it
can take 3 kilometers for a ship to stop, even with the propellers
on full reverse. Turning from a resting position can require a
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half-kilometer radius or larger. Thus, ships generally remain far
offshore, dotting the horizon until they receive the signal that they
are cleared for entry.
Once in harbor, everything is treated with systematic delicacy tugboats carefully maneuver the ships to their berths where they
are quickly fastened to the pier with steel cable. Rail-mounted
gantry cranes position themselves cautiously over the ship and
begin unloading as soon as possible. Operators in the cabins
glide along the cantilevered rails with the hoists and transfer
the containers from the hull of the ship to trucks waiting directly
below, careful to account for the swinging motion of the moving
containers. The role of the crane is hands-down the most vital
operation in the port – it is a singular point of exchange and as
long as the crane runs smoothly, everything else will run smoothly
and any error elsewhere can be absorbed. It is fitting, then, that
these goliaths are the defining skyline element of the port –
even when not in use they fold up like a lawn chair, extending their
prominence upward.
The next piece, the truck, accounts for the majority of the motion
onshore. Each truck receives specific orders upon entry to the
terminal about where and how long to wait before they receive
their container(s) and zoom off to their assigned locations in the
container yard. Parking is more important than movement – each
point of transition requires a pause to precisely pass from one
device to the next.
Individual containers can sit motionless in the same location for
weeks, or they can be shifted numerous times without actually
leaving.
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The stacks are organizedy by rubber-tired gantry cranes - now
automated, one crane takes the container off of the trucks below
and places it in an arbitrary location in the stacks. Then as it moves
to the next truck, a second crane comes and moves the previous
container to its actual pre-assigned location.
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DATA CENTER DIAGRAM
The standard server facility is also formulaic. A large data center,
also called a colocation center, is an off-site data storage facility
that handles the digital interchange of networks, servers, and data.
The abstracted nature of its contents renders the colocation center
as a universal space - every center has the same basic layout and
spatial requirements. Every different operator has its own special
approach to data center design, but the following description is
the prototypical industrial standard, which I seek to reinterpret.
1. THE BOX
The typical data center is a large-span windowless box
ranging from 200,000 to several million square feet. Efficiency,
flexibility, and security are paramount concerns that overrule every
design. The International Data Center estimates that there is a
total of 611.4 million square feet dedicated to server space in over
2.94 million different locations varying from colocation centers to
corporate closet servers. Over the next 30 years, the number of
locations is expected to shrink but the amount of square footage
is expected to increase - smaller hubs are condensing into larger
centers for efficiency and cost reasons (CITE) Wikipedia
Restriced exterior access - security fencing
2. ORGANIZATION
Like a container port, a colocation containers a linear rows of
repeating server units. The fundamental unit is called a rack, and
each rack holds around 40 server units. The standard dimension is
six feet tall, 19” wide, and roughly 39” deep (although this number
is mostly flexible). This design allows different server computers
to be slid in and out on a tray system. Computers come in
arrangements of one, two, and four units - commonly labeled as
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1U, 2U, and 4U. Each module affects electrical and cooling loads
diffferently, and can be assembled in various configurations to
optimize systems efficiency.
2. SERVERS
Computers machinery hosting data of all kinds and can
be used by various types of entities. Server space can be cloud
storage for companies or private individuals, corporate databases,
government databases, exchange servers, and many combinations
in between.
3. ENERGY
All of these critical systems create a major power load. A
large center can use as much energy as 17,000 homes. On-site
transformers and multiple types of electricity are needed to run the
servers, cooling plants,
4. COOLING
Cooling is by far the most vital system in the building.
However, several innovations have been made to overcome this
problem - the one I am using for this project is based on Google’s
“free cooling” geothermal system, which pumps water through
heat exchanger tubest to absorb the heat exhausted from the
servers. By the time the air is ready to leave the hot aisle, the
water has cooled it significantly enough to recycle the air back into
the cold-flooded room and be used by the machine again.
5. RECEPTION AREA
A data center does have a minimal human presence
- a team of 4-20 people run a data center at any given time,
depending on its size. For these people, there are a
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6. LIFE CYCLE
Data centers are constantly in flux - not just the data
contained, but also the pysical components. Server racks are
switched out frequently to optimize performance and cooling
balance, and the 24/7 mechanical systems frequently update for
maintenance reasons. In today’s market, the average data center
has a 9-year lifespan. Thus, modular data centers are becoming
more and more popular due to their ability to expand and contract
as demanded or as technology changes.
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

HISTORY
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Los Angeles has “a tendency to speak in superlatives, to live outof-doors, to tell tall tales, to deal in real estate, to believe in what
isn’t true, to throw dignity out the window, to dress dramatically,
and last but not least, to tackle the impossible.”
Reyner Banham, Four Ecologies 39
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A current snapshot of the Los Angeles Metropolitan Area contextually frames my narrative. The city itself is a microcosm of the entire
trade and consumption cycle that would necessitate the presence
of America’s two largest ports, adjacent to each other.
Historically, a sea presence was insignificant to Los Angeles – it was
never approached from the water. Pioneers traversing the continent headed for the inland Spanish pueblo to farm the dusty Mediterranean-like plains for olives and citrus fruits, and sent everything
back east – meanwhile, the coast remained a sandy shore with only
specks of harbor facilities.
Growth for Los Angeles came from the network: the Intercontinental Railway arrived in 1876 and a second line arrived in 1880, and
rate competition created a boom for the city. In 1880, Los Angeles
was a humble village of 12,000 inhabitants. By 1900, the number
had ballooned to 100,000. By 1930, it was over one million (Art
30). Los Angeles’ history is the story of Want in the fantasyland of
perpetual spring, fostered by accessibility.
Its urban form follows supply and demand more than it follows
urban theory. The Pacific Electric Railroad Company spread its
streetcar tentacles from the pueblo, opening up the entire valley
to economic conquest. Growth spread in branches and pockets
along the tracks with total freedom and no center. Los Angeles is a
place of what Roger Sherman calls “hotspots in a cool field” (Sherman 6). There is no cycle to and from the downtown – transportation is a random, Brownian motion providing ultimate freedom and
accessibility to all places equally. Los Angeles’ political boundary
defies logical geography and is instead a vulgar expression of the
economy of motion – Wilmington and the Port of Los Angeles
hang on to the city by a kilometer-wide thread, flanked on either
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side by an equivalent fabric with different names.
A race to the water began – first west to Santa Monica and then
south to Long Beach. A happy pairing of geologic convenience
and federal breakwater subsidies rendered Long Beach a “port of
consequence” while Santa Monica’s focus became leisure (Banham
50). The discovery of plentiful oil in the south and offshore cemented the dichotomy.
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COMPARE VISUALLY LB AND SM
The most Californian proposal I could make would be to
propose a leisure strip along the port -
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Analysis

Port of Long Beach
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“The port is the economic engine of our country... As we all know
order for our city to succeed, the port must succeed. And for
our country to succeed, we must continue to build a regional
infrastructure...”

Robert Garcia, Vice Mayor of Long Beach
State of the Port 2014, Port of Long Beach
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The Port has become the defining element of Long Beach.
The people of Long Beach love their port, and port employees
indubitably view themselves as stewards of the public and
marshals of global trade. The majority of workers live in the
community, and the longshoreman’s union is well stocked with
multi-generational members who pride themselves on their work
and quality of life (“Pulse”). The Port of Long Beach directly creates
318,000 jobs in the 5-county area, with approximately 30,000 shifts
on the site of the port itself – accounting for 1 in every 8 jobs in
Long Beach (Cottrell). Long Beach and its port are cognitively
married and economically co-dependent.
The public face of the port is optimistic – perhaps overly so. Its
highly active 533+ video YouTube channel highlights every major
development possible, and also offers an intimate digital view
into the inner workings of the port. As of April 5, 2014, the top
video on their channel garnered over 24,000 views, and new
videos come out roughly once per week, including the monthly
“Pulse of the Port” video newsletter. From this single source one
can see how all of the machines function, “meet” port workers,
receive updates on new developments, and learn about upcoming
events. A deliberate effort to mention eco-friendliness – especially
reductions in air pollution – underlies a majority of videos, and
becomes almost excessive after only a few videos. Branding
features a bright and happy logo with the catchphrase “Port of
Long Beach: the Green Port” (“Port”).
However, such awareness is warranted: according the American
Lung Association, the Los Angeles-Long Beach-Riverside
metropolitan area has the highest ozone levels in the nation, the
fourth-highest year round particle pollution, and the fourth-highest
short-term high particle days. The region almost singlehandedly
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led to legislation for the Clean Air Act – from 1996-98 Los Angeles
averaged 189.5 high-ozone days per year, and today the number is
still high at 127.8 from 2008-10 (American). Supplemented by cardependent transit, the dry climate, and the surrounding mountains,
a dominant southwesterly wind pushes all of the pollutants from
the ports into the valley where the smog can linger, stagnant for
days at a time. The port knowingly accepts much of the blame
and drives environmental innovation with a frenetic and penitent
undertone.
“Junkspace does not inspire loyalty in its cleaners… Dedicated
to instant gratification, Junkspace accommodates seeds of future
perfection; a language of apology is woven through its texture
of canned euphoria; ‘pardon our appearance’ signs or miniature
yellow ‘sorry’ billboards mark ongoing patches of wetness,
announce momentary discomfort in return for imminent shine, the
allure of improvement” (“Junkspace” 179).
Historically, the immediate area around the port has had 2-3 times
higher levels of sulfur and particulate matter than the Los Angeles
average largely due to exhaust emitted from its heavy machinery.
Freight ships burn several tons of high-sulfur diesel even while
docked to power the various instruments on the ship. To put
things in perspective, the 16 largest container ships in the world
today create generate more exhaust than all of the cars in
the world. In addition, all of the trucks and cranes onshore burn
heavy diesel as well. The entire industrial area around the port is
littered with oil wells and refineries, which blow toxic fumes across
the valley. The impact is also doubly felt with the even larger Port
of Los Angeles right next door, functioning almost exactly the
same. For its entire containerized existence, the Port has rendered
Long Beach an undesirable scar, a gray hinterland in a land of
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eternal sunshine. Why bother when Los Angeles has so much
more to offer? When I spoke with a friend living in Hollywood
about my thesis, she said, “Don’t do Long Beach. I even asked my
coworkers and they all said don’t do Long Beach. Santa Monica is
a much better shore town.”
The past six years have yielded major environmental progress
due to policy and technological improvements. Its Green
Port Policy has been recognized internationally as a landmark
of sustainable development. In 2007, a Clean Trucks Program
banned old trucks from entering the port and incentivized the
implementation of more efficient trucks, and it has cut air pollution
by 85 percent (“Port”). A Green Flag program highlights ships
that slow down outside the harbor, cutting ship air pollution by 600
tons. Ships can now plug into the power grid and avoid burning
diesel while docked. There is even a new device called the “Sock
on a Stack,” which is a giant filter on a crane that hovers over
exhaust pipes and collects particulate matter from older ships.
Though Los Angeles is still worst in the nation, overall air pollution
from the port has been cut by 81 percent since 2005.
The water in the Los Angeles harbor area is still the most
polluted in the nation. Debris and runoff from the port and
incoming vessels bleed directly into the deep, stagnant water.
In addition, the alluvial Los Angeles River – which doubles as a
rainwater drainage duct – empties right into the harbor, bringing all
of its urban runoff filth with it: debris, waste, chemicals, biological
pathogens, dirt all fill the harbor after a storm. Though less
common now, Los Angeles harbor was notorious for its frequent
“algae blooms,” - dramatic environmental reactions to high toxicity
levels, which have the potential to wipe out all forms of sea life
in the affected area. As recently as August 2013, Long Beach
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issued 11 beach advisories across its seven miles of beaches using
data from weekly water samples of harbor water (“Port”). As a
final component of the port’s destructive capacity, the Federal
Breakwater retains all of the harbor debris, stagnant in the absence
of waves. One reviewer on Yelp! describes the experience of
the beaches: "Ooh, let's all go down to Long Beach and splash
pollution on each other!"
One of the numerous community engagement activities is the
Coastal Cleanup Day on the second Saturday of each month,
where residents of Los Angeles can retrieve up to two tons of
garbage - anything ranging from tires to biohazard bags to
shopping carts and everything in between. The port engages
with the public in many more ways though – it sponsors
internships and scholarships for local students, holds public
forums and presentations about local issues in various locations
throughout Long Beach, and general awareness events like movie
nights and guest speakers that are focused on building community.
In the summer, people can sign up for educational boat tours and
in June there is a special train tour. Tickets for both sell out faster
than Clippers tickets – despite its efforts for connectivity with the
community, there is still a degree of spectacle and aloofness that
make these events a hit. Community engagement is almost
always in the form of an event. The spatial divide pervades all
efforts to subvert the disconnect.
Geographically, the Port of Los Angeles engages its part of
the metropolis differently than the Port of Long Beach does.
Approximately a quarter of the total area of Los Angeles’ port
engages directly with the fabric of Wilmington – the recently
finished Wilmington Waterfront Park was created to act as a
block-wide environmental buffer strip between the port and the
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city. Berms hide the cranes from the pedestrian, and greensodded grass creates the illusion of ecological harmony. The
neighborhood it engages is an underwhelming scene – several
lots remain undeveloped and census maps prove that the area
has the lowest property value of any part of Los Angeles along the
coastline.
Such attempts at camouflage are a defining characteristic of the
Angeleno fantasy. Architects have long criticized the cheapness
of Los Angeles’ instant solutions and yet, as Reyner Banham
observes: “it is all unified in its fakeness.” Indeed, even with the
river as a hard edge from the city, the Port of Long Beach does
its own screening act – views across the harbor are blocked by
the RMS Queen Mary and the adjacent Carnival cruise terminal.
Palm trees do their best to look like they are not simply lining
the parking lots, and the small Harry Bridges Park occupies the
only permeable view. Hotels and a restaurant double back
from the port, focusing their views toward the water through
architecture. Even the imprudent oil industry tries: “the offshore
oil rigs, beautified with palm-trees and architectural camouflage,
soon disabuse the visitor of any notion that he is not in Southern
California” (Banham 51).
Yet, this area is dead. Here, in this interstitial zone along
Queensway Bay, the Angeleno tactic fails. Screening and an image
of optimism are not sufficient to create a lively space and recover
a missing public integrity. Unlike much of the region’s problem
areas, the presence of the port is too overwhelming to dismiss
with passive architecture.
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SITE PARAMETERS

PROGRAM
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“That’s the way all space should be – we should approach every
space as potentially a free space where we have to invent how
to be in it and not follow the typological model given to us by all
the people around us, by all the institutions that commission and
build spaces. We should just invent who we are and what we do in
those spaces.”
Lebbeus Woods, Experimental Space and Architecture.
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The Port
2000 ft.

GENERAL STATISTICS
Total Land Area: 3200 acres
Total Water Frontage: 25 miles
Number of Piers: 10
Number of Berths: 80
Annual container volume: 3.65 million TEU
Total value of cargo: $56.7 billion
Total Jobs: 316,000
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1930

1940

1950

1960

1970

1980

1990

History
2000 ft.

HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT
Almost the entire coastline of Long Beach is fabricated. The thick
black line above marks the original shoreline.
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Expansion
2000 ft.

FUTURE EXPANSION
The vision for the Port of Long Beach extends thirty years into the
future. Such foresight is needed to maintain a competitive edge in
this fast-paced industry.
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Berths
2000 ft.

LAYOUT AND MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE
The Port of Long Beach is a public-sector overseer of all the processes at the port, and acts similarly to a landlord to the various
terminals and terminal tenants. The terminals listed above are
the primary container terminals, though there are also many other
break-bulk and liquid berths as well.
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Arteries
2000 ft.

ROAD NETWORK
The street presence of the port is far different from the city of Long
Beach. The primary point of access isThe main highway splits
along Harbor drive, diverting pedestrians to the parking lot at the
cruise terminal and allowing the trucks a dedicated lane to Pier G.
Each road diffuses into the larger terminal after passing through a
security gate along each berth.
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RAIL
2000 ft.

RAIL NETWORK
Rail is one of the most important methods of sending goods, and
they become hard edges. Creating a clear, straight path to the
main rail lines is important and all roads that traverse these lines
are bridged over the tracks.
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Buildings
2000 ft.

EXISTING BUILDINGS
In such a vast landscape, buildings are secondary features and thus
it becomes necessary to examine their locations and roles in the
port.
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Site Area
500 ft.

SITE FOCUS
My site focuses on the intersection of the Queensway Bay
development area and the main fence line along the railroad at
Pier G.
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3. SITE ZONING
Public and Private

Parking

Wells, Storage, Pipelines

Oil Fields

Equipment Storage, Leftover Spaces

Idle Zones

Pier G Expansion

Construction

Public
500 ft.

1. PUBLIC SPACES
edges
500 ft.

2. SITE EDGES

Zones

500 ft.

movement
500 ft.

4. CIRCULATION BY TYPE
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2,000-5,000 Passengers, 3-6x/week

CRUISE TERMINAL

Appx. 350 vistors/day

RMS QUEEN MARY

Appx. 4500 vistors/day (Summer)

CATALINA FERRY

Capacity Unknown

Harry Bridges Park

Capacity Unknown

The Reef

200 Rooms

The Maya
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2,000-5,000 Passengers, 3-6x/week

Cruise Terminal

Appx. 350 vistors/day

RMS Queen Mary

Appx. 4500 vistors/day (Summer)

Catalina Island Ferry

Closed at Sunset

Harry Bridges Park

Capacity Unknown

The Reef

200 Rooms

The Maya

BETWEEN URBAN SPACE AND INDUSTR

PUBLIC SPACES

The Port of Long Beach is lined by a small public zone with several
public anchors. I seek to enhance this zone as part of my scheme.

SITE EDGES
The dotted lines above mark the hard edges of the Port. They
mostly follow the existing rail line, which connects to the Alameda
Corridor.
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ACE AND INDUSTRIAL SPACE

SITE ZONING
There are several underutilized zones in the area around my site.
The red areas are areas that are currently under construction.
The blue zones are parking areas, the yellow is dedicated to
oil harvesting and storage, and the green zones are generally
underutilized storage spaces and empty lots
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CIRCULATION
There are multiple forms of transport available at the port. There
is a dedicated freight rail line that does not ever block the roads.
Other than the highway that connects to the city of Long Beach,
the next most common path of travel is a pedestrian link along the
water.
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ZONING
*all information from Queensway Bay Planned Development Plan.
There is a very clear zoning line delineating the port from the
city. Along the northeastern edge of the port is a small strip of
public space that visually and environmentally screens the port.
The South Harbor Scenic Drive raised freeway system creates a
clear boundary between the two zones. This zone is designated
as PD-21 in Long Beach’s zoning plan for Queensway Bay and it is
deliberately public.
There are six anchor points in what is otherwise a sea of parking:
(from north to south) the Maya Hotel and its marina, the upscale
Reef Restaurant, the Harry Bridges Memorial Park, a ferry terminal
to Catalina Island, the RMS Queen Mary, and the Carnival Cruise
Terminal with its dock and parking garage. Of these, the Queen
Mary is most significant, and zoning stipulates a 180ª visual clearance on the water side of the boat. All of these sites have a desirable panorama of Long Beach’s skyline.
Other zoning provisions stipulate a continual pedestrian route
along the water’s edge supplied with hard surfaces, benches, lighting, and waste disposal bins. There are three main routes of entry,
all by automobile: via Harbor Scenic Drive, Queen’s Highway, and
port frontage roads via Harbor Plaza. Parking dominates the landscape and the zoning document.
There are four sub-area zones in the area (see map). The first zone
has no construction and no zoning provisions. In Zone 2, buildings need to maintain an average 20-foot clearance from the path
and cannot exceed a 100-foot height limit. The total built area
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cannot exceed 35% of the site or 55,000 sf. Zone 3, where I will
be intervening, has a 45 ft height limit and the same area stipulations as Zone 2, although usage is limited to recreation, dining,
and water transport facilities. Zone 4 is privately leased by Wrather
Port properties and contains the cruise terminal, shopping center,
Queen Mary and a related museum. Office and administrative zoning is permitted here.
As for the other side of the highway, my proposed site is just outside the boundary of Pier G and is roughly a 1500’ x 675’ oval
where former warehouses and administrative buildings have been
cleared to redirect a rail line and give the container yards some
breathing room. The port has its own zoning and planning which
is inaccessible to me at this time, although I am working to obtain
information about it.
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PROGRAM
Redefining the relationship of the city to the port is not a role for a
single building; rather, it will take an urban-scale and multifaceted
intervention.
What I propose is a soft edge: a negotiation of public and
restricted space where the port can bestow the public with
its global knowledge and connections, and where the public
can infuse local personality and a human element into a larger
infrastructural context. There is no disruption – the system receives
an enriching supplement.
The program can be broken down into four primary categories.
The data center complex will be designed to establish a baseline
field condition that frames the secondary elements, which are more
open to flexibility and speculation.

DATA CENTER
The data center will create the large-scale intervention that my
public insertions will operate in.

CONTAINER MARKET
Here, the port infrastructure, containers, public exhibits, and
people would all find their way to this place. A literal and
metaphorical gateway between worlds and a place of competitive
interest.
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PORT HEADQUARTERS
Currently, port administration is scattered throughout the
docklands with many auxiliary support structures and the main
command center is a dismal utilitarian yellow prefab building
directly across from my proposed site. Reconstituting context
for the nucleus hinders nothing – yet it now has forthright
public identity and physical engagement with the community.
Community engagement is real and casual – not episodic.

PUBLIC EXHIBITION SPACE
The vision for the cultural center is most similar to a museum that
lacks the sterility of the typology. A large part of the exhibit will
be the context – outwardly focused, rather than inwardly focused.
As well as being the spatial anchor, it would be the provisional
institution that maintains the balance of the space and funds
development, projects, and exhibitions as a private for-profit
business.
In addition to harboring the local context, this would be the
jumping off point for some sort of global connection. The
institution serves as an on-site distribution center, where it collects
and sends its own objects, requested by or responding to the
community - thus creating personal connection, a significance of
place, and a participation in the system.

PRIVATE OFFICE SPACE
Global issues need representation from a variety of sources, and
there are numerous underrepresented organizations with a global
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focus in the Los Angeles area. By providing flexible, leasable
space for nonprofits to coagulate and present their mission, the
port can be enhanced with a global perspective and distribution
can be part of a meaningful service.

EXTERIOR LANDSCAPING
Similar to the boardwalks throughout L.A., I would like to create a
public way that will bring pedestrian and non-motorized transport
to the area. As part of this larger extension, I want to create a
series of outdooor spaces where all of the elements of my proposal
can spill into each other.
Additionally, there is an effort to naturalize the Los Angeles River
and give it a High Line-like status, where it becomes an artery of
alternative circulation through the city. Thus, my proposal will
use the waterline as a point to draw from and enhance the public
sphere.

UTILITY
Parking: Goes without saying – car traffic will be important.
Reyner Banham observes: “The parking lot component in
these pedestrian plans is not to be despised, however, since the
resolution of where to put the car has a great deal to do with the
eventual location of the pedestrian” (152-3).
Energy Generation: The melding of spaces should result in a
form of environmental enhancement – one potential method to
explore would be deploying renewable energy sources as part of
the strategy for growth. Solar shading will be incorporated to offer
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shade to the interior public spaces.
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Space between

Final Project
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“We have nothing left to add, except stars. We recombine”
Rem Koolhaas, “Junkspace,” 185
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CAMOUFLAGE STRATEGIES
Gestalt theory:
Components are
altered by what they
are and what is
around them.

CONCEALMENT
Physically cover

TRANSPARENCY
See nothing

FIGURE/GROUND

Place object in larger field

MIMESIS

ANONYMITY

Copy visual elements

Overwhelmed by diversity

MIXED MEANING

PATTERN DISRUPTION

Camouflage is the
recognition of
patterns over objects
Perception is the
“news of difference”
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DECORATION
Embellish; alter

“DAZZLE”

See too much; chaos

FRAGMENTATION

Dissolve singular identity

Multiple readings available Irregularity redirects focus
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ASSEMBLY
MOTHERBOARD
Establishes Field

MAINFRAME
Open Container

PROGRAMS
Diversifies Activity

SCREEN
Extends Anonymity

PORTALS
Reveals Options

LINKS
Random Access Space
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SITE AERIAL
Complete Master Plan

BLDGS 02-05
1/16” = 1’ - 0”
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SYSTEMS
GEOTHERMAL
Pond-based geothermal system
harnesses Los Angeles River for
natural water cooling.
Pump house at Harry Bridges Park
becomes Public Pool and Ferry
Terminal
Condensate + runoff water used to
water the garden spaces

COOLING
Cooling based on Google’s “Free
Cooling” designs:
Hot aisles at the rear end of servers
are fully contained.
Cool water is circulated through hot
aisle container, cooling the heated
air on contact + extracting the heat
through the circulation of water.
Thus, cooler air can be recycled into
server floor
Hot air naturally rises + is extracted
from ceiling by server floor air
handling units (CRACs)

PLENUM
Six foot service plenum mostly serves
as cool circulation container - cool
water and air fill the space.
Large enough to be serviceable
and house extraneous systems.
Extendable as needed - entirely
flexible

CORE DESIGN
Cores house all circulation nodes Stairs + Elevators
Electrical Control Room
Cooling Control Room
Optic Cabling Control Room
Storage
Bathrooms (office areas)
Service Bridges link all spaces and
provide a continuous circuit of
mechanical systems
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SPACE BETWEEN
3/32” = 1’-0”
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Exhibition Center Section
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BLDGS 05-08
1/16” = 1’ - 0”

INTERACTION
Public Exhibition Area
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EVENT HANGAR
Flexible Container

EXPLORE
Multiple layers of circulation

OBSERVE
Spectacle; Immersion
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POLB HQ + YARD
1/32” = 1’ - 0”
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PUBLIC YARD
Outdoor Event Space

WORKSPACE
Start-Up Infrastructure

OPEN PLATFORM
Viewable Data Center
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CONCLUSIONS
The scheme I have offered is able to harness the essence of
the two spaces it connects, and reshape them. Restricted
infrastructures collide and augment each other, while creating a
public place of discovery and connection, both architecturally and
conceptually.
The resulting experience for the individual is one that encourages
personal exploration and discovery, but does not beg for it.
The space facilitates constant occupation for the new workers,
infrequent visitation for tourism, event space for cultural events,
and casual discovery by people traveling along bike paths or
exploring the area.
My thesis proposes to resolve the conflict between the two by
creating a type of blending where conflicting spatial qualities
can come together and create new situations. In order to create
this heterotopic zone, I look to create architecture draws its
essence from both of these forces – mechanization, restriction and
anonymity are all hijacked, only to be subverted and reshaped by
inserted public elements. My buildings are modular frames where
different influences push and pull program along depending on
what is more important, and are free to expand, shrink, or change
as they become more or less relevant. It is a set of buildings that
functions like a container yard, but the contents are people.
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